3 Mobile Security Threats A BYOD Strategy Should Prepare For

As government works to keep up with the mobile revolution, more and more applications are becoming available on personal devices. Several agencies are operating bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policies, including the General Services Administration (GSA), Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), while others are enabling more mobile transactions for citizen services. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), for example, will soon allow veterans to access their medical information via smartphone or tablet.

While these programs present agencies with an opportunity to make more transactions mobile and potentially decrease IT costs, they may also make the agency vulnerable to security breaches. One of the biggest threats is social engineering, a process by which an adversary tricks the user into offering up information or access rights. When used to attack mobile devices containing sensitive professional applications like email, social engineering can pose a large threat to security. Proper precautions are needed as federal agencies move forward in expanding their mobile strategies.

What Is Social Engineering?

Social engineering refers to manipulating people into doing things they otherwise would not do. With regard to cybersecurity, it refers to the ability to manipulate users into disregarding normal security precautions, often by opening an SMS or email message with a malicious link. Adversaries behind social engineering attacks may try to gain the trust of the person they are attacking, and frequently use individuals' weaknesses or natural helpfulness against them. After extracting the necessary access information from the user, the adversary is often able to affect other applications residing on the mobile device. Depending on what is stored on the device, and what networks the device has access to, this can result in massive data loss and corruption. Though government agencies invest large sums of money into their IT defenses, an unknowing user can help adversaries dethrone even the most regal of security systems.

Attacks to Watch

There are several types of social engineering to be on the lookout for at your agency, including:

1. Suspicious URLs

Many social engineering attacks begin as phishing messages that download Trojanized applications to your mobile device. Many of these messages appeal to the recipient's desire to get something for nothing, by offering a prize or mobile application without cost. One example is the Android.Pikspam attack. During this attack, users are informed by SMS that they've won a prize or are directed to a free version of a popular mobile application. By clicking a URL, the
end user downloads the desired app, but also unknowingly downloads a Trojanized application that infects the device and then deletes all traces of its installation. The Trojan then has the ability to turn different application components on and off and takes control of the user’s contacts. All contacts are sent the original SMS message and the cycle continues, further expanding the adversary’s control.

2 Unexpected Security Upgrades

Some phishing attacks gain access to a device and then propose fake security upgrades or maintenance. A recent, elaborate form of this attack is ZitMo (Zeus-in-the-Mobile), an Android and BlackBerry-based application that bypasses online banking security software and transfers huge sums of money to adversary accounts. ZitMo begins as a phrasing message from the victim’s bank, asking them to click a link which downloads the Trojan to their PC. The next time the victim logs onto his or her banking account, the Trojan interrupts the webpage and tells the victim to install a security upgrade. By preying upon those used to two-step authentication procedures, the Trojan-controlled webpage asks the user to download software to their mobile device to aid in encryption. If the end user complies, the adversary will gain access to everything needed to bypass the typical two-factor authentication required by banks and can begin transferring money. While ZitMo attacked financial accounts, this type of social engineering could be replicated for any accounts requiring authentication by mobile device.

3 Requests for Information

Phishing is a real threat, but it is not just malicious mobile applications that users need to be aware of. Social media applications, which are expanding in the federal government, can easily be leveraged for social engineering. This may be concerning as every cabinet level agency has both a Twitter and Facebook, and some have even more of a social media presence. Several secretaries have their own public-facing Facebook pages, and the Department of the Interior even uses Tumblr. While social media can be useful to disseminate news and information about events in real-time, it can also put the agency at risk of exploitation. In March 2012, fake Facebook accounts were created of NATO’s supreme allied commander Europe (Saceur) Admiral James Stavridis. Authorities found that adversaries involved in this attack were conversing with Stavridis’ friends and colleagues hoping to collect personal and professional details.¹

Social media applications may also transmit data to the company without the user knowing. Legislators are investigating whether social media applications can collect address book information and photos without notifying the user. Some jurisdictions, like California, require mobile developers warn consumers about what information will be collected and how it will be used.²

Securing the Future

The threats discussed here are damaging to any citizen, but could make an indelible mark on the United States government. With access to the personally identifiable information of millions of citizens and national security secrets, federal employees must be vigilant about their mobile presence.

One way to do this is provide continuing education to employees. OMB Circular No. A-130 requires that agencies “ensure that all individuals are appropriately trained in how to fulfill their security
responsibilities before allowing them access to the system." It also states that periodic refresher
training should be required for continued access to the system.³
Despite these precautions, lapses in judgment or forgetfulness are unavoidable. For personal devices
to be safely used for federal purposes, agencies should consider pairing ongoing employee education
with application restrictions and careful oversight. As agencies debate expanded device and data
management policies, creating a divide between personal and professional content is essential.
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### A MESSAGE FROM OUR UNDERWRITER:
#### Safely Extend the Data Center to Mobile Devices with F5
F5 provides strategic control points for mobile applications from the endpoint to the data
center and to the cloud, enabling unparalleled security, performance, and agility. With
F5, federal agencies can make the leap to BYOD or transition from controlling the entire
device to simply managing applications and data on the device, solving the work/personal
dilemma.

**Boost security—for the agency and the employee**
F5’s Mobile App Manager provides a fully enclosed virtual enterprise workspace that limits
the IT burden of securing and controlling personal data and mobile usage. You can control
how employees access key information without disabling features from the mobile device.

**Increase employee compliance with agency policies**
Mobile App Manager doesn’t inspect content or disable features; instead, it creates a secure
footprint on the device for enterprise data and access only. Each enterprise application is
securely wrapped, so there is no way to use it incorrectly. In the case of a lost or stolen
device, only the enterprise data will be wiped; personal material is left untouched.

**Improve employee productivity**
Mobile App Manager enables employees to collaborate from any location at any time.
By using key productivity and communications apps on their devices, they can be more
efficient and more productive during the work day.

To learn more, visit [www.f5.com/access](http://www.f5.com/access)
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